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Yusuf ا$#"م &'() went through many trails. 
• The plot of the brothers to get rid of him
• Being sold into slavery
• Extraordinary beauty which led the wife of the Aziz to desire him
The purpose behind trials is elevation in ranks. The shaitan wants to distract you from 
the noble purpose of your creation, which is to know Allah, worship Him alone, to love 
Him and be attached to Him. 
One of the ways that the shaitan seeks to divert you is through your desires and 
temptations. You cannot deny these desires, which are in every human being; they must 
be controlled, or they will control you. 
The desire of a man is more intense than that of a woman. But if a woman lets her 
desire overpower her, she can lose control completely, doing things even men would not 
do. This is one of the reasons that hijab is prescribed for women and not for men. 
Allah wants very one of us to be pure and purified, and be able to enter Paradise. ْ
 َ*:َل ِ?Fَ رَاَوَدFGِْH5I 2Jَ FKِْL ۚ َو2ْA4 +ٌ?ِ:Cَ +َ=ِCَ أَْ?<َِ=: إِن َ;:َن َ*78ُِ,6ُ ُ*+5 24ِ ُ*1ٍُ/ -ََ,َ+َ*)

PَQِِذ:SَTَْوُ?#َ 2َ4ِ ا
[Joseph] said, "It was she who sought to seduce me." And a witness from her 

family testified. "If his shirt is torn from the front, then she has told the truth, and 
he is of the liars.

12:26
There are now three people in the room: Yusuf, the Aziz, and his wife, all in an 
extremely embarrassing situation. 
Now Yusuf spoke. He spoke only when absolutely essential, because he was accused 
of a grave act, and needed to defend himself. He said very few words, to the point, and 
as polite as he could make them in this difficult circumstance.He didn't forget his 
position of a servant in the household of the Aziz, nor the respect that Yusuf bore him.

FGِْH5I 2Jَ FKِْLرَاَوَد َF?ِ َل:*َ ۚ
Yusuf said, "It was she who sought to seduce me"

He did not address her directly, but said {*+}. 




Accusations to one's chastity are not a small issue, and can make the person angry. But 
Yusuf remained calm. He did not lie or exaggerate the situation, just related the facts. 
Yusuf said : .-ل
*+ : she 
seduced : راود0/*
Verb : راوَد : come and go
*#56 7) : by force
The wife of the Aziz went through three stages during the seduction:
• She tried to attract Yusuf
• She said arousing words
• She tried to grab him
Yusuf did not give any details, nor the words she spoke to him, due to the respect he felt 
for the Aziz. 
The reaction of the Aziz was abnormal. He was not mad with jealousy and anger at 
having found his wife chasing the servant boy through the palace. All he was worried 
about was his reputation and position in Egyptian society. He didn't do anything, even 
continued to allow Yusuf to stay in the house normally! He had no 9ة':, the normal 
possessiveness a man feels for his womenfolk.
As soon as both parties gave their versions, a witness came forward. 

َو2ْA4 +ٌ?ِ:Cَ +َ=ِCَ أَْ?<َِ=:
And a witness from her family testified

There are different opinions among the scholars as to who this witness was. Some 
scholars say he was a new born baby, some say a wise old man. Allah does not tell us 
any details about this witness, except that he was a relative of the wife of the wife of the 
Aziz.
;<= : testified
;+-= : a witness
7> : from
her family : أ+)>-
She therefore could not even accuse the witness of being partial, because he was her 
relative. 




إِن َ;:َن َ*78ُِ,6ُ ُ*+5 24ِ ُ*1ُ/

If his shirt is torn from the front
if : إن
B : was-ن
&ُD'E. : his shirt
;ّ.ُ : torn 
The verb is used in the passive tense, implying an action done to an object. 
Verb : G;.َ : ripped vertically without cutting
7> : from
HُI.ُ : the front
Before anyone noticed Yusuf's torn shirt, the witness spoke about examining it. He did 
not even know about the wife grabbing Yusuf's shirt while he was running, but was 
guided by Allah to mention it, to prove the innocence of Yusuf by the state of his torn 
shirt.
The shirt has a significant part in the story of Yusuf. Earlier in the story, brothers used 
his torn and blood splattered shirt to prove he was eaten by a wolf. Now it was an 
important clue to his innocence.

PَQِِذ:SَTَْوُ?#َ 2َ4ِ ا (ْ*َ+َ,ََ-
then she has told the truth, and he is of the liarsْ

K.;DL : then she is saying the truth
M+ و : and he is
7> : from among
NOذ-Q$ا : the liars
Verb : ََبSBَ : to tell a lie

Pَ*ِ5:ِد,Tَوُ?#َ 2َ4ِ ا (َْQَUSََ- VٍُQَوإِن َ;:َن َ*78ُِ,6ُ ُ*+5 24ِ ُد
But if his shirt is torn from the back, then she has lied, and he is of the truthful

12:27
9Oد : back
Now the husband examined the shirt. 




The cliche that there is no perfect crime is true, there is always some evidence left 
behind. Nowadays forensic science has progressed to the point that even a strand of 
hair can give forth DNA evidence. 
At the time of Yusuf, physical examination sufficed.


Wٌ7XِJَ 52;ُ+َْ7;َ 56ُ5 24ِ َ;7ِْ+ُ;52 ۖ إِنIَِل إ:*َ VٍُQ58: رَأَٰى َ*78َِ,6ُ ُ*+5 24ِ ُد>ََ-

So when her husband saw his shirt torn from the back, he said, "Indeed, it is of 
the women's plan. Indeed, your plan is great

12:28
The reaction of the Aziz was not strong at all. He was too calm. This shows that either 
he didn't have normal male jealousy, or 9ة':, or his wife was the dominant partner of the 
marriage, or in modern words, 'wore the pants'. She gives the impression of being a 
very strong woman, physically and mentally. 

2;ُ+ِْ7;َ 24ِ 6ُ5Iَِل إ:*َ
he said, "Indeed, it is of the women's plan

the Aziz said : .-ل
 verily this ( the situation) : إ6ُّ&
7B;'B : a plot of women
The Aziz only said it was a women's plot, which is a strangely insipid remark for this 
highly disturbing incident. 
When a man and a woman are alone in close proximity, the shaitan will plant the seed 
of attraction in their minds, making it look like beautiful love, when in reality, it is an 
illusion. Anything with is deemed haram by Allah, is beautified by the shaitan. 
Love is not blind, the shaitan causes people to put on blinkers! 
All the divine laws are good for us, because our Creator knows us best. A few minutes 
of desire can throw you into an eternity of destruction. The shortcut to the solution to all 
problems is { -/TUو أ -/TEV }.
The eyes are a portal to adultery. Looking can lead to sinning, which is why Allah has 
ordered us to lower our gaze. This order is for believing men and women. The female 
voice is also attractive. When you talk to an unrelated male, do not make your voice 
soft, but stay to the point. Women are honoured by Allah, and given a high position. It is 
the shaitan who makes them into objects. 






